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Is Donald Trump
Really Terrifying ?
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Barzani Congratulates
US President-elect

By | Gazi Hassan
Not only American media, but the
whole world made up a bad image
of the US President-elect Donald
Trump, the negative image even
affected the public opinion. Deppicting Trump as a radical, rightist,
racist and non-politician businessmman created a surge of panic and
concern, not only inside U.S, but
also across the world. Even demoonstrations have been staged in
New York and elsewhere against
him. Majority thought that Hillary
Clinton would win the election and
be the president, but the American
voter’s temper and Trump’s vulgar
language and manners of conversiing people, Obama’s unsuccessful
policy, especially in the Middle
East are regarded as part of the
failure of the democrat’s candidate
while Clinton’s win seemed to be
certain according to the polls. It
doesn’t seem the Americans have
yet had absolute trust in a woman
candidate.
The media depicted Trump as terrrifying, who’s leading the Americcan society towards split. The
media fell into a huge mistake
and could not objectively read the
candidate’s conflict, ability and
personality. They even ended up
being enslaved by the bad image
they have themselves created.
The media in Kurdistan, some of
them under the influence of Arab
and Persian media, have started
raising doubt on Trump’s political
agenda by inciting tricky questions
even though he hasn’t yet taken
office. They’ve already started
arousing concerns that Trump is
not a politician and that might enddanger future of Kurds, Middle
East’s equation might change and
total transformation in U.S foreeign policy might occur in which
the will to fight would become the
basic foundation of rebuilding the
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international relations. I think time
has come now to rest from tirednness of the campaign days, and it’s
too early to make a decision on
Trump’s future plans, because U.S
presidency is a longstanding and
strong institution. Anyone who’s
heard of Trump’s win speech would
understand that ‘madness, insult,
commotion and hatred’ were no
longer felt, and he didn’t turn out
to be that violent person. During
the campaign days, he managed to
increase the hate against his opponnent through his special way.
We should bear in mind that U.S
President is not only responsible
for The United States, but also has
international, moral and political
responsibilities towards the world.
He can make war and peace deccision in the world, but even that
with the consultation of course of
other American institutions.
It’s expected that with the emergiing of a new charismatic person,
different from previous US presiddents, Trump would not be a terrrifying president. It does also seem
that the Republicans, who have
the majority of senators and the
Congress, would feel responsible
towards the humanitarian catasttrophe in Syria, sectarian war in
Iraq and ending ISIS along with
the Iran’s dominating threats, erupttion of conflict in Turkey and the
threat of radical political Islamism.
The important question of Kurds
is that, will Trump recognize the
Kurds and identify what’s Kurdiish question in the Middle East and
how it’s solved? This is what Kurds
concern about, which is reasonable,
because they’ve always lived with
fears. But it’s not believed that the
US political public opinion would
ever terrify the Kurds.

Barzani seeks more support for Kurds
during Trump’s presidency
The President of the Kurdiistan Region, Masoud
Barzani, congratulated the
newly elected President of
the United States, Donald
Trump on Tuesday, hopiing for Erbil-Washington
ties to grow further during
his term.
Barzani wished Trump
a successful mandate as a
leader of the free world,
pointing out that the hummankind is currently goiing through challenging

Kurdistan Region Prime
Minister Nechirvan Barzzani last week issued a
statement in response to the
U.S. presidential election.
Below is the transcript of
the statement:
“On behalf of the Kurdisttan Regional Government,
I would like to congratulate
Donald Trump on being
elected the next president
of the United States.
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fierce fighting with the terrrorists of Daesh (IS), and
we have made great sacrrifices in this way,” reads
Barzani’s statement.
He also thanked the US
for its continuous support
for the Kurdish Peshmmerga forces battling IS.
“The Kurdish people are
looking forward to receiviing full support from you
to achieve their natural
rights.”
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and testing times, as the
free world is striving to
defeat terrorism in the
form of the so-called the
Islamic State (IS).
Hoping a closer coopeeration and continued US
support for the Kurds,
Barzani reminded that
“Kurdish people have
been suffering oppression
of a long time, they had
to struggle to protect their
national identity.”
“And we are now in a
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For us, this election
comes during intense opeerations around Mosul and
the ongoing fight against
Daesh on our doorstep. Our
people are encouraged that
the President-elect has prevviously expressed his admirration and support for our
people and the Peshmerga.
The U.S. and Kurdistan
Region share many values
and are firm allies in the

fight against terrorism and
extremism. We stand ready
to work even more closely
together, and look forward
to welcoming the Presidentelect here in the future.”
Nechirvan Barzani
Prime Minister of the
Kurdistan Regional Goveernment - Iraq
09/11/2016
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President Barzani: International Support
Needed For Reconstructing Nineveh Plain
Catholicos-Patriarch
of
the Assyrian Church of the
East, stated that Kurdistan
Region President Masoud
Barzani's policy in the
region gives hope to the
Iraqi Christians and his
message is reassuring.
Kurdistan Region Presiddency (KRP) stated that
Barzani met with Mar
Gewargis III, CatholicosPatriarch of the Assyrian
Church of the East and
members of Holy Synod
in Erbil on Saturday.
The latest developments
surrounding the Mosul
operation were discussed
and Barzani stressed out

that the process of returniing the IDPs to Nineveh
Plains and the reconstructtion of their areas will reqquire international commmunity's support.
The Bishop Gewargis
Sliwa thanked president
Barzani for his immense
efforts for protecting minnorities in Nineveh Plains,
particularly Christians. He
noted that Barzani's policy
is reassuring to the Christtians in Iraq and Kurdistan
Region.
He also extended his
gratitude to the Kurdisttan Region and its people
for sheltering hundreds of

thousands of IDPs, and
commended the Peshmergga's tremendous success
over the Islamic State
(IS).
Peshmerga forces and
Iraqi troops managed to
liberate the Christian areas
in Nineveh Plains as part
of the Mosul offensive
which started on October
17.
The Christian communnity in Iraq has a long histtory, however, after the
US invasion in 2003 the
number of Christians in
Iraq decreased from over
a million to a few hundred
thousand.

Barzani Visits Peshmerga in Bashiqa
Massoud Barzani, the
President of Kurdistan Reggion, visited the Peshmergga forces in the center of
Bashiqa on November 9.
During the inspection
visit, which was aimed
at looking at their situattion in the battlefield in
the newly liberated areas,
and the Peshmerga condittions in general, President
Barzani congratulated the
people of Kurdistan and
the Peshmerga forces on
the occasion of the liberattion of Bashiqa
Barzani thanked all
the leaders and all Peshmmerga fighters who were

Peshmerga liberates
Bashiqa, rings church
bell, northeastern Mosul
Diverse ethnic and religgious natives of the town
of Bashiqa, northeastern
Mosul, thanked the Kurdiistan Region President
Masoud Barzani for libeerating their town from
the Islamic State (IS) and
they called for the reconsstruction of the area.
Recently, Kurdish Peshmmerga forces liberated
Bashiqa, the town that
has been under the conttrol of the jihadists for
two years.
Following the liberattion, Christians raised the
cross on top of a church

in Bashiqa and along with
Yezidis thanked Peshmergga forces and President
Barzani for retaking the
area from ISIS.
Peshmerga forces and
the engineering team
continued to secure the
area and clear it from the
improvised explosive devvices (IEDs) planted by
the terrorists.
The name Bashiqa
comes from the Assyriian Neo-Aramaic words
“Bet” and “Ashiqa,”
meaning “House of loveers.” The town had a popuulation of 140,000 people

before the IS took over
the city.
The residents of Bashiqa
are mostly are Yezidis and
a small group of Assyriians and Arab Muslims
live there as well.
Moreover, the town is
known for its abundant
fertile farms.
Bashiqa had been under
the control of ISIS since
2014 after the group
emerged in northern Iraq
and expanded to differeent provinces including
Nineveh, Diyala, Anbar,
and Salahaddin.

involved in the battle to
liberate the area. He also
expressed his condolences
to the families of the marttyrs and wished speedy reccovery to the wounded.
And about the general
situation in the district
Bashiqa and to protect the
security situation, Presiddent Barzani gave his obsservations and advice to
the Peshmerga forces, and
asked them to clear the
area from mines and planteed bombs so that people
can go back to their homes
as soon as possible.
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PM tells religious leaders, No room for
extremism in Kurdistan
PM Barzani calls on religious scholars to combat radical
thoughts, promote tolerance and coexistence
In a speech at a confereence held in Erbil, titled
"Towards a balanced relligious preaching based
on humanity and social
peace", Prime Minister
Nechirvan Barzani invited
religious scholars to play
their role in combating
extremist thoughts and
promote tolerance and coeexistence.

He said, “It is in the intterest of the people of
Kurdistan and the region
that you actively contribuute, along with religious
scholars and researchers
throughout the world, to
the adoption of a global
strategy towards eradiccating extremism in the
region.”
At the conference, which

was held by the KRG
Ministry of Endowment
and Religious Affairs,
Prime Minister Barzani
stated, “We must identify
all sources of violence in
our society. We must do
it courageously. We must
eliminate violence in religgious sermons, educationaal programs, culture and
daily life.”

The language used by Safavi as unacceptable
Erbil warns Tehran: ‘Baseless’ accusations of arming Kurdish groups will damage ties
The Kurdistan Regionaal Government (KRG)
warned that “baseless”
comments made by a sennior advisor to the Iranian
leader could damage ties
between Erbil and Tehran
after the Iranian official
accused the Barzani famiily of allowing Saudi Arabbia to arm Kurdish groups
in Iran through the Kurdisttan Region, an accusation
also rejected by Kurdish
Iranian organizations.
“We declare here loud
and clear that all the remmarks by Yahiya Rahim
Safavi are incorrect and
baseless,” reads a statemment from the KRG publlished on Tuesday.
Yahiya Rahim Safavi,
a senior advisor to Irannian Supreme Leader Ali
Khamenei and a former
commander of the Islamiic Revolutionary Guard
Corps, accused the Kurdi-

istan Region and in partticular the Barzani family
of allowing Saudi Arabia
to arm Kurdish groups oppposed to Iran.
In a speech on Monday
Safavi said, “We warn
about the fact that the
Barzanis permit the Saudi
consulate in the north of
Iraq to give arms to the
anti-Iranians,” referring to
Kurdish President Masoud
Barzani and Prime Ministter Nechirvan Barzani.
The KRG denied the acccusations, and challenged
Safavi to provide proof.
“He cannot show any
evidence to prove what
he said his right. We
challenge the aforementtioned individual to give
one piece of proof that
the Kurdistan Region has
posed in any way a threat
to the Islamic Republic of
Iran,” its statement read.
Safavi also warned that

Iran may no longer suppport the Kurds in defendiing their autonomous encclave in northern Iraq.
“[Masoud]
Barzani
should know that they
owe the protection of Erbbil to the Islamic Republic
of Iran. The Kurds of Iraq
are Aryans and their origin
is Aryan, and they are intterested in Iran. But they
should know that if they
enter this political game,
it is not clear whether Iran
will support them any longger," Safavi warned.
Safavi called to mind the
history of the relationship
between Iran and the Kurd
of Iraq. Iran was among
the first countries to suppport the Kurdistan goveernment militarily when
the Kurdish region came
under attack by ISIS in the
summer of 2014, and histtorically it had welcomed
Kurds in their hundreds of

thousands in 1991, when
they were fleeing a crackddown by Saddam Husssein.
The KRG statement said
that, while Erbil was apppreciative, it was first and
foremost Kurdistan’s own
Peshmerga forces that had
defended Erbil against
ISIS.
The statement also
warned that remarks like
this, which it claimed
were not the first such
from Iran, would damage
relations on both sides.
The KRG added that it
hoped Safavi’s words did
not reflect the official posittion of the Iranian governmment, with which Erbil has
a joint security committee
where issues of concern
should first be discussed.
It said that the Kurdish
government was taken by
surprise by the advisor’s
comments as no such iss-

sues had been discussed in
the joint committee.
The statement described
the language used by Saffavi as unacceptable.
“We reiterate that we do
not accept this sort of treatmment toward the Kurdistan
Region from any party,”
the KRG statement said.
A spokesperson for
Iran’s
Revolutionary
Guards reiterated Safavi’s
allegations. “Saudi Arabbia has tried to oblige the
Kurdistan
Democratic
Party of Iran (KDPI) and
Komala (Kurdish Iranian
opposition groups) to fight
against the Islamic republlic,” said Ramazan Sharif,
Iran’s Tasnim News repported on Monday. But, he
added, the Iranian forces,
using precise information
and the experience of their
armed forces, have had
success against the KDPI
in the field, destroying

whole teams of the Kurdiish forces.
“This damage to the
groups against our revollution was so effective
that both Komala and the
KDPI announced that will
they no longer will conttinue military activity and
will move back to political
activity,” Sharif claimed.
Kurdish and Iranian
forces clashed many times
over the summer with both
sides suffering casualties.
The deputy head of the
KDPI, Hassan Sharafi,
denied the allegations.
“Iran’s behavior is that it
wants to accuse those who
are against it as being the
proxies of others,” Sharafi
told Rudaw.
“We reject completely
the accusation that other
countries back us. This is
completely untrue.”

Syrian Kurdish Party Plans Transitional Administration
The administration would
rule Kurdish-majority areeas in the northeast until
the broader conflict is
over.
Kurdish groups in northeern Syria have tried to
stay out of the civil war
between the government
and rebels.
However, Islamist rebels
have moved into Kurdishcontrolled areas in recent
months, causing increasiing clashes between them
and the Kurdish militias.
The Democratic Union
Party (PYD) announced
the move after two days
of talks in the town of

Qamishli in north-eastern
Syria.
Alan Semo, the PYD's
UK-based representative,
told the BBC his party
was not seeking to carve
out a separate Kurdish
state.
Mr Semo said the reggion would be "integrated
in the future in a united,
democratic, plural Syria",
adding that neighboring
Turkey, which has fought
a long war against Kurdiish rebels, had nothing to
fear from the move.
"I think Turkey will reaalize that this step is not
a threat to any regional

or international or global
stability, it is temporary,"
he added.
The PYD planned to inttroduce a constitution and
regional parliament, with
representation for nonKurds in the area, he went
on.
However, it is not clear
whether all Kurdish facttions will take part in the
administration.
"I think that such a
rushed, one-sided move
will be seen as... an obsstacle to the Syrian oppposition," Nuri Brimo, a
member of the Kurdish
National Council (KNC),

an alliance of 13 Kurdish
parties, told AFP.
A de facto autonomous
Kurdish zone was created
when government forces
withdrew from the area in
the summer of 2012.
Last month Kurdish
fighters took control of a
border crossing with Iraq
from an Islamist rebel
group.
Syria's Kurdish minoriity makes up around 20%
of the population and is
largely concentrated in
the country's far northeast, near the borders with
Turkey and Iraq.
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Masrour Barzani: Under pressure,
Islamic State digs in for Mosul fight
Iraqi forces are expected
to face much fiercer resisttance from Islamic State in
the next phase of the battle
for Mosul, including boobby traps that can blow up
entire neighborhoods, the
top Kurdish security officcial said on Sunday.
MasrourBarzani, head
of the Kurdistan Regional
Government's
Security
Council, said that even
if Islamic State is driven
out of its main stronghold
Mosul, that will not be
enough to eliminate the
group, and its radical ideoology will survive.
"The fight against ISIS is
going to be a long fight,"
Barzani told Reuters in an
interview. "Not only milittarily but also economic-

cally, ideologically."
Barzani said Iraqi forces
have made quick progress
clearing out Islamic State
fighters from eastern Mossul after Kurdish Peshmmerga units broke through
its first lines of defense.
"As they are getting
more desperate, expectattions are that they might
fight more fiercely as you
close in," said Barzani.
So far in the three-week
operation, Islamic State
has deployed drones
strapped with explosives,
long-range artillery shells
filled with chlorine and
mustard gas and highly efffective snipers, said Barzzani. Kurdish forces have
destroyed more than 50
car bombs.

And he cautioned that
western Mosul will be a
more complex campaign,
with a vast number of narrrow streets that can't acccommodate large military
vehicles and an enemy
that will fight to the death
to defend the capital of its
so-called caliphate.
"There are many differeent IEDs (improvised expplosive devices) that they
put in different places,
come up with different
tactics. Many that are used
like networks," Barzani
said.
"So in one house they
are putting one IED and
trying to hide it. And once
it explodes then the entire
neighborhood explodes."

Striking Teachers Take Demands to
Baghdad, Bypassing Erbil
Striking teachers in Sulleimaniya province are
turning to Baghdad to
answer their demands,
as they rallied on Saturdday and vowed to hold a
demonstration daily until
achieving their goals.
Protesting teachers submmitted their demands of
the government in Baghddad to the Iraqi parliament
office in Suleimaniya and
declared they will hold a
daily rally in front of the
education directorate.
The teachers said they
will no longer wait for
the Kurdistan Regional
Government (KRG) and
Ministry of Education,
but will seek talks with
Baghdad.
Aram Sheikh Mohammmed, deputy Iraqi parliamment speaker, received
the teachers in front of
the parliament office and
said “We will do our best
to pass the demands of
protesters to Iraqi authoritties.”
“The salaries of Kurdiistan Region employeees should be given to
them. If the oil crisis is
not solved between the
Kurdistan Region and the
Iraqi government and the
Kurdistan Region does
not commit to that deal,
then the Iraqi government
should deal with governnorates independently,”
he added.
Teachers took to the

street in protest over redduced salaries and dellayed payments at the
start of the school year
in September. Since then,
they have held occasional
rallies but classes have
not been held.
Some students support
the teachers, but they also
believe they have right
to ask teachers to break
their boycott and resume
classes.
“Teachers have the right
to demand for their rights,
as we also have the right
to ask to open schools and

we ask teachers to return
and resume the education
process,” a student told
a Kurdish satellite TV
channel.
“I am not happy because
two months have passed.
We are damaged a lot.
We are so late, therefore
I think it is better to not
open schools,” a student
from Sheerin High School
in Suleimaniyasaid, bemmoaning the potential loss
of the full school year.
On Wednesday, Azad
Hama Amin, head of
the Suleimaniya provinc-

cial council, held a press
conference
alongside
education directorate offficials. “On Saturday in
Suleimaniya, Garmiyan,
Raparin and Halabja, the
schools will be open,” he
said.
Despite his call, teacheers across the province
resumed their protests
and did not go back to
school, insisting they will
their continue strike until
the authorities hear their
demands.
Only some schools
opened across the provi-

ince with a small number
of teachers returning to
work, the media reported.
A large number of teacheers went into the streets
on Saturday, venting their
frustration under the sloggans “enough is enough”
and “oil for individuals
but crisis for all.”
Earlier, the Kurdistan
Regional Government’s
(KRG) Ministry of Educcation warned that, “If
after two months from the
start of the school year,
boycotts continue, then
the school year won’t be

counted.” The first day of
school was October 1.
Teachers believe they
are not responsible for the
delay in the school year
but that it is the authoritty’s responsibility as they
could not provide full salaaries for teachers on time.
In Erbil and Dohuk
provinces, schools opened
on October 1. In Suleimmaniya, all public schools
remain closed though Araabic and private schools
started classes on time.
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NEWS BAR
Mass Graves Found in
Hamam Alil
The latest mass grave in a series of mass
graves left behind by captured, retreating or
dead Islamic State militants was discovered
Monday. Iraqis expect that many more clanddestine burial sites will be found in the comiing weeks as Iraqi forces take more territory
from the Islamic State.
The identities, cause of death and even the
number of bodies left behind at the outskirts
of a bombed-out agricultural college on the
outskirts of Hamam al-Alil were unknown.
The Iraqi federal police on Monday said
100 corpses were found. A team of investiggators in an hour’s time on Tuesday uncoveered 20, maybe 25.

Russia Continues
Supporting KRG
KRG Minister of Foreign Relations paid a
visit to the Russian Federation. The aim of
the visit, which was upon the invitation of
the Russian Deputy Minister of Foreign Afffairs, was to review the existing cooperation
and exchange views on the current situation
in Iraq and Kurdistan.
Minister Mustafa and met with member of
the Foreign Affairs Committee of the Russsian Parliament Zalim Khan. Both sides
exchanged views on bilateral cooperation
between Russia and Kurdistan, the role of
Kurdistan Region in the fight against ISIS,
the ongoing Mosul Operation, and humanittarian challenges facing Kurdistan as well
as Erbil-Baghdad ties.

BCF Delivers Aid to Nearly
600 Newly Displaced Families
Barzani Charity Foundation (BCF), in colllaboration with the Norwegian Refugee
Council (NRC) and UNHCR, delivered hummanitrian assistance to 595 newly displaced
families from Mosul.
BCF, in coordination with Iraqi Ministry
of Migration and Displacement and Duhok
Church, distributed the necessary humanitariian assistance, consisting of food and nonfood items, to 595 displaced families who
have recently fled their homes in the newly
liberated areas in Mosul.
The foundation also delivered basic needs
to the IDPs settled in camps of Dibaga, Transsit, Yariga on November 5th.
Furthermore, BCF is currently providing
the newly displaced people with two meals
a day.
BCF has been repeatedly delivering hummanitarian aid to refugees and IDPs in Kurdiistan Region, in cooperation with other chariity organizations.

Police Arrests Seven IS
Militants in South of Kirkuk
Kirkuk police released a statement on
Wednesday to announce the arrest of 7
wanted and suspected men.
In a searching operation for terrorists led
by the Kirkuk police chief, Sarhad Qadir, 7
suspects were arrested in Ma'azit village of
Taza district in south of Kirkuk on Novembber 9.
An improvised explosive device was also
seized during the operation.
Moreover, the security forces confirmed
the death of a militant in Khasa district in
southern Kirkuk.
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Yezidis Return to Bashiqa
with Ritual Ceremonies
A number of Yezidis retturned to the the liberated
town of Bashiqa on Friday
expressing happiness with
their ritual ceremonies insside the town, first time in
more than two years.
Peshmerga liberated the
town on Monday from
ISIS but sporadic clashes
continued with the remmaining militants until
Thursday morning, killing
at least 29 militants.
Kurdish
President
Masoud Barzani annnounced Wednesday in
Bashiqa that with the libeeration of the town the
extremist group does no
longer pose a threat to the
Kurdish Region.
Lying only 20 kilometers
northeast of central Mossul, Bashiqa had a diverse

population, with a majoriity of Yezidis and Shabaks
and a minority of Assyriians and Arabs, leading
it to be often described as
‘the little Iraq.’

The town was historicallly peaceful, where neighbbors of different ethnicitties and religions called
each other blood brothers,
and locals celebrated with

music, dance, and food
particular to their town,
not their different ethnic
groups.

Christian Girl Thanks Barzani
for Liberating Bashiqa
Diverse ethnic and religgious natives of the town
of Bashiqa, northeastern
Mosul, thanked the Kurdiistan Region President
Masoud Barzani for liberaating their town from the
Islamic State (IS) and they
called for the reconstructtion of the area.
Recently, Kurdish Peshmmerga forces liberated
Bashiqa, the town that has
been under the control of
the jihadists for two years.
Following the liberattion, Christians raised the

cross on top of a church
in Bashiqa and along with
Yazidis thanked Peshmergga forces and President for
retaking the area from IS.
Peshmerga forces and the
engineering team continuued to secure the area and
clear it from the improvvised explosive devices
(IEDs) planted by the terrrorists.
The name Bashiqa comes
from the Assyrian NeoAramaic words “Bet”
and “Ashiqa,” meaning
“House of lovers.” The

town had a population of
140,000 people before the
IS took over the city.
The residents of Bashiqa
are mostly Yazidis and a
small group of Assyrians
and Arab Muslims live
there as well.
"Our hearts are in pain
when we see some scenes
[Destructions] in Bashiqa.
But of course we are happpy to see the success that
has been achieved by the
leadership of Kurdistan
Region President, Masoud
Barzan. He promised to

liberate the area and he
made the promise," said a
Christian girl to Kurdistan
24 TV.
She hoped the people can
once again live in peace
and social harmony as well
as reconstruct the area.
Bashiqa had been under
the control of IS since 2014
after the group emerged in
northern Iraq and expandeed to different provinces
including Nineveh, Diyalla, Anbar, and Salahaddin.

ISIS Documents Lay Out Rules
for Raping Sex Slaves
An Islamic State document
uncovered during the offfensive to retake Mosul has
exposed the terror group's
rules and regulations for
the treatment of religious
minority sex slaves, includiing "pre-pubescent girls"
who are sexually assaulted
as "concubines."
Reuters has uncovered
disturbing
documents
found in Iraqi villages reccently liberated by Iraq-led
coalition forces that show
IS is more than just an outffit dedicated to carrying out
terror attacks, but has also

tried to implement its own
administrative presence in
the areas it conquered.
The documents, which
contain the IS black flag
logo, were found in offices
used by the terror group up
until recently.
Among the documents
found is a pamphlet that
lays out the rules and
guidelines for the militants'
lucrative IS sex slave tradiing market.
As thousands of religious
minority girls have been
taken hostage, raped and
beaten by IS militants and

their families, the documment outlines what milittants can and can't do with
the women and girls they
take as concubines.
The pamphlet contains 32
questions and answers on
handling female sex slaves.
According to Reuters, the
document states clearly that
"non-Muslim women can
be taken as concubines."
"Pre-pubescent girls can
be taken as concubines,"
the document adds. "You
cannot have penetrative
sex but you can still enjoy
them."

The document also adddresses whether or not multtiple militants can gangrape sex slaves. According
to the leaflet, only the owneer of a sex slave is allowed
to have sexual relations
with her, provided that she
is old enough, under IS law,
to be taken sexually.
Although militants are
legally allowed, under IS
provisions, to own sisters
as sex slaves, the document
states that the militants are
only permitted to have sex
with one of the sisters.
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Sports News
Messi Is the World’s Best Says
Fernando Alonso
In an interview in Argentina, the Formula One
driver and well-known Real supporter has spokken of his admiration for Barça's Leo Messi.
Spanish Formula One star Fernando Alonso
has admitted he considers Barcelona's Leo
Messi as the planet's top footballer, despite his
love for arch rivals Real Madrid.
Alonso: "I can't deny Messi is the best"
Speaking in Argentina, the two-time F1 champpion told newspaper Clarín: "Even though I'm
a Real fan and I like Argentinian players like
[ex-Madrid men] Fernando Gago and Gonzalo
Higuaín, I can't deny that Messi is the best
player in the world."

Spain stay top of Group
Italy earned a 4-0 World Cup qualifying win
against Liechtenstein but Spain stay top of
Group G on goal difference after beating
Macedonia 4-0.
Darko Velkoski's own goal and strikes from
Vitolo, Nacho Monreal and Aritz Aduriz seccured Spain's win.
All of Italy's goals came before the break, with
Andrea Belotti scoring twice and Ciro Immobbile and Antonio Candreva also netting.
Elsewhere in Group G, Israel beat Albania 3-0
to move to third.

Bolt to Train with Dortmund

Usain Bolt plans to train with Borussia Dortmmund as he considers pursuing a football carreer after his retirement from athletics.
Bolt, the 100m and 200m sprint world record
holder, will race for the last time in London
next summer at the World Championships.
The Jamaican has been in contact with Dortmmund coach Thomas Tuchel, according to the
Guardian, and will "see what happens" after
spending time training with the Bundesliga
club.
"We’ve genuinely been talking to people," said
Bolt, who turns 31 next August.
Bolt is a high-profile Manchester United fan
and admitted he still dreams of turning out for
the Red Devils.
"For me, if I could get to play for Manchester
United, that would be like a dream come true,"
he added. "Yes, that would be epic."

Murray Wants to End Season
on High Note
Andy Murray expects Novak Djokovic to
"start playing his best tennis again" soon as
they prepare to compete for the world number
one spot.
Britain's Murray overtook Djokovic in the
rankings on Monday and needs to match his
results at next week's ATP World Tour Finals
to end 2016 on top.
However, the Serb has won the past four titles
at London's O2 Arena.
"There's no reason to think he won't have a reaally good tournament," said 29-year-old Murrray.
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BCF & partners distributed kerosene and other
items to IDP families at Dibagah and Shangal areas
Barzani Charity Foundattion BCF in collaboration
with UNHCR, MoDM,
distributed kerosene and
other relief items to 2351
families at 4 IDP locations
in Dibagah.
The operations took place
on 12 of November 2016
in Dibagah and reached
IDP families at 4 locattions in Dibagah (Dibagah,
Dibagah2, Transit and Staddium). First in collaborattion with the UNHCR 2351
families received kerosene
(60L each). Then in colllaboration with the Iraqi
MoDM the following asssistance distributed: clothiing to 90 IDPs; mattress
and blankets to 366 IDPs;
towels and hygiene baskets
to 62 families; and shelter
and hot meals to 161 IDPs.
On the other hands BCF,

in collaboration with the
American LDS, winterisattion assistance distributed
on 3700 IDP families on
the Mount Sinjar and surrrounding Shangal areas.

The assistance distributed
by the BCF staff and coveered displaced Yazidi famillies on the Mount Sinjar
and a number of locations
around Shangal. the operat-

tion carried out in two days
(9-10 of November 2016).
The items included heateers, blankets and winter
clothing.

Children Terrified Under ISIS Control
Those living at the Dibaga
camp in the Kurdistan Reggion are grateful for haviing survived the brutalities
that ISIS has committed in
Iraq over the last two years.
Although the worst may be
over for tens of thousands in
the facility, doctors fear that
many will remain psychollogically scarred for life.
Ahmad Dur, a child who
left his home fearing from

Islamic State (ISIS) fighters
to Dibaga camp in Kurdistan
Region, said his hands were
cut off by the terrorists. Dur
is very sad for not being able
to play with his friends.
Ahmad's house was also
exploded and his dad was
dead before he left his home
town and moving to Dibaga.
“There is a shock through
generations,” Dr. Abdul
Halim, a psychologist from

Doctors Without Borders
(MSF, Médecins sans fronttières), at Dibaga camp for
internally displaced persons
(IDPs), told Rudaw.
“It is not only the current
generation who will be afffected by that trauma but the
coming generation as well.
It’s not affecting that person
alone. It goes genetically to
the other generations.”
According to MSF’s ment-

tal health activity manager,
Bilal Budair, the majority of
IDPs that MSF is currently
treating are those suffering
from post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD). Others
have depression and severe
depression disorder, adjustmment disorder, mild and
moderate depression and
anxiety disorder.

Huge Strategic Conundrum and US
Additional Support to Peshmerga
By Saadula Aqrawi
In the most pressing crises of
the Middle East, the Kurdiistan Region has proven to
be perhaps the most stable
democratic region of an otheerwise imploding nations.
Kurdish militias in Syria have
battled both the advances
of the Islamic State as well
as other rebel factions. The
United States should give addditional financial support and
the military assistance to the
Peshmerga as an incentive
for reforms in the Kurdistan
Region. Although it has yet
to dispense aid, the United
States already has a program
that would condition aid in
this way to developing Kurdiistan Region and Iraq. The
United States currently provvides approximately billions
of dollars annually in econnomic and military assistance
to the Middle East countries,
excluding reconstruction asssistance for Iraq. In Iraq the

more open political systems
will bring to power anti libeeralism, antidemocratic Isllamist groups bent on imposiing a theocracy. The leaders
of Arab countries consisttently cite the Islamist threat
as a prime reason why they
cannot risk pursuing political
change. It is clear that Islamist
organizations in Iraq and in
the Middle East do not share
U.S. goals for the region. At
the same time, it is important
to distinguish between viollent extremist groups such as
ISIS, al-Qaeda, Islamic Jihad,
and the Salafist Group for
Preaching and Combat and
other Islamist organizations,
including political parties
that have sought to pursue
their agenda peacefully. This
is largely a function of US’s
unhappy experience during
the ISIS’s control of parts of
the Iraq and Syria.
The United States must work

with the Kurdistan Regional
Government to undertake the
reforms necessary that would
make them eligible for the demmocracy system. In addition,
US should devote additional
resources for democracy inittiatives in the Kurdistan Reggion and in Iraq. The Kurdish
political parties should undersstand that a failure to make
progress toward democracy
will have consequences for
their relations with their citizzens and with United State
and European countries. The
United States must convey
the message that the general
quality of bilateral relations
will be contingent, in part,
upon reform. The Kurdistan
Region demonstrating democcratic progress will benefit
from close relations with the
United States through exppansion of trade relations,
military ties, and diplomatic
support.

US and Europe countries
will go so far as to break rellations with countries that lag
behind, and US and Europe
counties will take steps to
distance itself from Iraqi and
the Kurdistan governments
that refuse over time to recoognize the political rights of
their citizens.The enactment
of landmark civil rights legiislation, the fits and starts of
development in the Middle
East are a function of ongoing
Arab debates about the approppriate vision for their respecttive societies. While it is clear
that US has both compelling
interests and a role to play
in encouraging change in the
Middle East, the emergence
of more open policies, greater
economic opportunities, and
social reform is primarily an
Arab project in which United
State can and should play an
important supporting role.
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The Kurdish Sculptor Azad Anwar Salih
The Kurdish artist Azad Anwwar Salih, known as Azad
Sculptor, was born in 1964 in
Kirkuk. He studied primary
and secondary schools in the
city. He’s opened 13 exhibittions in Kirkuk and other provi-

inces of Kurdistan. He’s paid
good attention to sculpture in
Kirkuk, especially for the purppose of decorating the parks,
bridges and public places in
the city and a group of projects
he contributed with Kirkuk

Municipality. In addition, he
has a gallery for sculpture in
Kirkuk which consists of large
number of materials such as
plaster, cement, fiberglass and
iron. The places and projects
have originated from his will
to decorate Kirkuk which is
one of the projects he’s been
getting ready for, and intends
to carry out much important
works at the crossroads and
parks of the city.
The basic foundation of the
artist is the school of realistexpressionism and academicrealism. Sculpture art is not
easy to work on and to deal
with four areas instead of one,
four dimensions of height and
length. The size and architecttural view are all important
too. Azad pays special interest
to his artworks and has an acttive contribution in Syndicate
of Artists. He’s had activities
within and outside Kirkuk and
contributed in over 75 exhibittions in Erbil, Sulaimani and
other cities. He’s been awardeed several honory certificates.
He’s an active member of Synddicate of Kurdistan Artists and
is head of Kirkuk’s Sculptors
and Ceramics Assembly.
One of Azad’s artwork is the
sculpture of the Kurdish fammous singer Salah Dawooda.
By Ashti Garmiyani

“The Return” to be Showen in International Festivals
"The Return" is a 54minute documentary
film written and directeed by Zahawi Sinjawi
in 2016.
The film participates
in competition section
of Amsterdam Internnational Festival for
documentary movies.
It was showed on 18,
19, 23, 25 and 26th of
October. IDFA 2016
is regarded the most
significant festival for
documentary cinema
in the world.
"The
Return"
is
filmed in the Kurdiish Ezidi IDP camp of
Bajit Kindala, where
thousands of IDPs live.
A Nurse called Shilan

works voluntarily in
the camp. She feels for
the hard psychological
state of the people and
their dire living conddition and she tries to
help them. She plays
with the children who
have no playing spots
and school, attempts to

solve their problems,
inspects their health
and seeks remedy for
them. Every tent is
filled with catastrophic
memories, tired psycchological state and
broken future. Talking
with Shilan is the only
ray of hope and tranq-

quility for the people
in the camp.
Shilan is told that
a woman refuses to
go out of her tent and
doesn’t eat food and ressponds to no one. The
initial efforts of Shilan
fail to establish any
contact with the woma-

an. By understanding
the threatening situattion of the woman, and
to prevent another cattastrophe from happeniing, she takes another
way to help the people.
We learn more about
life and the future of
the woman in the camp

and Shilan herself.
"The Return" has atttracted the attention
of tens of festivals
and world’s TV channnels, human rights and
charity organizations
and those International
and European political
parties that care about
refugees and IDPs.
During the festival,
two press conferences
will be held for the
director to shed light
on the situation of the
IDPs in the camps and
the mass killings of
Ezidi Kurds in Shinggal.
By H.G. Hassan

